1». Introduction
Let U be an n-dimensional (n>2) Riemannian manifold with positively defined metric g^. By ^ and R we shall denote the curvature tensor, the Rlooi tensor and the soalar curvature of the considered spaoe, respectively.
Performing a projective mapping of a Riemannian manifold onto a Riemannian manifold we may write the relation between the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection and the coefficients of the projective connection r^ in the form ( If the vector field appearing in a semi-symmetric connection is conclroular, then suoh a connection is said to be a conoiroularly semi-symmetric metric connection* By R^ij^» R-y R we shall denote, respectively, the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the soal&r curvature corresponding to a ooncircularly semi-symmetric metric connection* Making use of the definition and of formula (8) we get Denote by R^^j^ and R, respectively, the covariant carvature tensor and the soalar curvature corresponding to a semi--symmetric me trio connaation, and by Z^^ the c ovarian t conoircular curvature tensor of the manifold, admitting a ooncircular ly semi-symmetric metric connection. Then we have» by formula (6) that is Z^jjj. » Z hl j k> whenoe follows Theorem 6. If a Riemannian spaoe admits a conoiroularly semi-symmetric metrio connection, then the conoiroular curvature tensor corresponding to the concircalarly semi-symmetrio metric connection is equal to the conoiroular curvature tensor corresponding to the Levi-Civita oonneotion. 
